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Freie Universita¨t Berlin
Institut fu¨r Mathematik I
Arnimallee 2-6, 14195 Berlin, Germany
(Communicated by Peter Pola´cˇik)
Abstract. Homoclinic orbits of semilinear parabolic partial diﬀerential equations
can split under time-periodic forcing as for ordinary diﬀerential equations. The stable
and unstable manifold may intersect transverse at persisting homoclinic points. The
size of the splitting is estimated to be exponentially small of order exp(−c/) in the
period  of the forcing with → 0.
1. Introduction. Generally speaking, there are two major classes of dynamical
systems: those with continuous time and those with discrete time. A natural
question is then, what are the qualitative diﬀerences between them and how can we
quantify these? Using suspension, one can interpret invertible dynamical systems
in discrete time as Poincare´ maps of a dynamical system in continuous time. But
this does change the phase space, since the dimension increases. For near-identity
diﬀeomorphisms there is another variant, we can interpret those as the time--map
of a non-autonomous dynamical system. This non-autonomous dynamical system
can be deﬁned by a diﬀerential equation with a time-periodic right hand side of
period , see e.g. [8, ch 2].
So a variant of the above question is: What are the diﬀerences between au-
tonomous and non-autonomous ordinary diﬀerential equations? Two eﬀects are
known, which explain a diﬀerent behaviour. First there are resonances on closed
invariant curves. Whereas one has a single periodic orbit in the autonomous case,
one has to expect several periodic orbits with heteroclinic connections between
them on an invariant curve of a non-autonomous system. The other eﬀect are
transverse homoclinic orbits. Homoclinic orbits are orbits, that are biasymptotic
for t → ±∞ to the same steady u0. In autonomous diﬀerential equations, they
consist of a complete arc and without additional assumptions they will not persist
under small autonomous perturbations of the vector ﬁeld. In non-autonomous dif-
ferential equations, homoclinic orbits can consist out of discrete points, at which
stable and unstable manifold may intersect transversely, i.e. the manifolds split.
Then the homoclinic orbit persists under small perturbations.
Neishtadt [18] gave for ordinary diﬀerential equations with analytic right hand
side a general answer how large the diﬀerences can be when the frequency of the
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forcing gets larger and its amplitude gets smaller. We consider the ordinary diﬀer-
ential equation on a bounded domain D ⊂ IRn
x˙ = f(x) + g(x,
t

, ) (1.1)
with f, g analytic and g(., τ, .) periodic in τ with period 1. So g is periodic in t
with period , so we call this rapid forcing. This can be transformed by a periodic
near-identity coordinate change to
y˙ = F (y) + r(y,
t

, ) (1.2)
with F −f small and the remainder |r| ≤ C exp (−c−1) uniform on D. Then it is
easy to show, that the non-autonomous eﬀects –including the splitting of homoclinic
orbits– are exponentially small in the analytic category. Discussing homoclinic
orbits alone, a more careful analysis is possible, several quantities describe the
transversality of the unstable and stable manifolds at homoclinic points. Early
results for particular examples including lower estimates can be found in [14, 22].
General upper estimates are given by Fontich and Simo [9, 10] for planar near-
identity diﬀeomorphisms, Fontich [11] for rapid forcing of planar vector ﬁelds and
Fiedler and Scheurle [8] for analytic vector ﬁelds. The constants c and C are
related to the extension of the homoclinic orbit to complex time. The exponent is
given by c = 2πη, where η is the width of the complex time strip, to which the
homoclinic orbit can be extended. Sharp lower estimates are proved in [5] and [12]
for several concrete equations. For the relationship of splitting of separatrices to
Arnold diﬀusion see e.g. [1].
Of course the same questions can also be posed for inﬁnite dimensional dynam-
ical systems: The diﬀerences between autonomous and non-autonomous partial
diﬀerential equations are extensively studied. We will focus on semilinear parabolic
equations. For a general reference see Henry [13]. In this class, there are e.g. non-
linear heat, reaction-diﬀusion and Navier-Stokes equations. For rapid forcing, there
are results on averaging by Henry [13, theorem 3.4.9] and by Ilyin on attractors
[15]. In [16], there is a counterpart of the result by Neishtadt for a class of reaction
diﬀusion equations, where one can prove high space regularity (Gevrey regularity).
Estimates on the non-autonomous remainder are of the form
C exp
(
−c(t)− 13
)
, (1.3)
where the exponent depends on time t: c(t) = min(c, t), which will give exponential
estimates for the initial value problem after any short transient. This implies in
[16] then some exponential estimates in the form C exp(−c− 13 ) on the size of the
splitting.
Here we will extend these results by methods similar to those in [8]. Adaptions
are needed in the functional analytic formulation as well as in the geometric descrip-
tion of the splitting. We consider general semilinear parabolic equations and will
achieve improved estimates of the form C exp(−c−1). A more careful geometric
description is also possible.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the next section we set up the
framework of general parabolic equations, deﬁne several quantities describing the
splitting of homoclinic orbits and formulate the main theorem. In section 3 we give
the proof of the theorem. The paper concludes with a short discussion in section 4.
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2. Main Result. We consider periodically forced parabolic partial diﬀerential
equation
ut = Au + f(u;λ) + pg(u,
t

;λ, ) (2.1)
u(0) = U ∈ Xγ
with some unbounded operator A
A has a compact resolvent (H.1)
−A is sectorial on D(A) contained in the Hilbert space X
for example A = diag(d1, . . . , dn)∆ on some bounded domain Ω with suitable
boundary conditions, e.g. for Dirichlet boundary conditions: X = L2(Ω, IRn) and
D(A) = H2(Ω, IRn) ∩ H10 (Ω, IRn). The forcing g is time-periodic of period , i.e.
g(., τ ; ., .) = g(., τ + 1; ., .) is periodic in τ with period 1. To make sense of an ex-
tension to complex time, we also have to consider the complexiﬁed Hilbert spaces
XCI = X ×X with |(u1, u2)|2XCI = |u1|2X + |u2|2X and
(u1, u2) = (u1,−u2)
(a+ bi)(u1, u2) = (au1 − bu2, bu1 + au2)
L(u1, u2) = (Lu1, Lu2) for L ∈ L(X,X)
L(u1, u2) = Lu1 + iLu2 for L ∈ L(X, IR)
The phase space is then denoted by XγCI which is the fractional interpolation between
XCI and DCI (A), the domain of A in XCI .
We assume on the nonlinearities
f(.; .) : XγCI × Λ → XCI (H.2)
is analytic, see e.g. [13][p.11]
f(.; .) : Xγ+γ1CI × Λ → Xγ1CI
is C1 for some γ1 > 0 with γ + γ1 < 1
g(., .; ., .) : XγCI × IR× Λ× (0, 0) → XCI
is analytic and 1-periodic in the second variable
g(., .; ., .) : Xγ+γ1CI × IR× Λ× (0, 0) → Xγ1CI
is C1 for some γ1 > 0 with γ + γ1 < 1
Assume for  = 0, λ = λ0 ∈ Λ ⊂ IR, that there exists a homoclinic solution Γ(t) to
the equilibrium u0, i.e.
Γ(t) → u0 for t→ ±∞ is a solution of equation (2.1) (H.3)
Γ(.) : Ση → Xγ is analytic in the complex strip Ση = {t ∈ CI ||Imt| ≤ η}
The equilibrium u0 is assumed to be hyperbolic with a ﬁnite dimensional unstable
manifold
Au0 + f(u0;λ0) = 0 (H.4)
|Re (σ(A+DUf(u0;λ0))) | ≥ d > 0
dim(Wu(u0)) = k <∞
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Figure 1. Flow-box B
Furthermore we will use non-degeneracy conditions on the linearisation L along the
homoclinic orbit
Lu(t) = ut −Au−Duf(Γ(t);λ0)u
L : E → F
F = BC0,ν(IR,X), 0 ≤ γ < ν < 1
E = BC1,ν(IR,X) ∩BC0,ν(IR,D(A))
As norms we use
|u|F = sup
s∈IR
|u(s)|X + sup
s,t∈IR
|u(s)− u(t)|X
|s− t|ν
|u|E = sup
s∈IR
|u(s)|X + sup
s∈IR
|u′(s)|X + sup
s,t∈IR
|u′(s)− u′(t)|X
|s− t|ν
+sup
s∈IR
|Au(s)|X + sup
s,t∈IR
|Au(s)−Au(t)|X
|s− t|ν
Indeed, Lu ∈ F for u ∈ E. The ﬁrst two terms ut−Au of Lu are in F by deﬁnition.
Then u fulﬁlls the diﬀerential equation
ut = Au+ h, for some h ∈ F.
In fact, this equation is equivalent to u ∈ E by [3, lemma4.a.6]. As Duf(Γ(.);λ0) ∈
BC1(IR, L(Xγ ,X)) and u ∈ BC0,ν(IR,D(A)) ⊂ BC0,ν(IR,Xγ), thus we obtain
Duf(Γ(.);λ0)u(.) ∈ F and L ∈ L(E,F ).
We will suppose, that the homoclinic orbit splits generically under changes of
the parameter:
F = BC0,ν(IR,X) = range(L)⊕ spanfλ(λ0,Γ(.)) (H.5)
We ﬁx a box B near the local stable manifold of u0 using the saddle point
property [13][theorem5.2.1], see ﬁgure 1. Near the saddle point u0, the local stable
manifold of u0 is a graph over the inﬁnite dimensional stable eigenspace Es of the
linearisation at u0. It is of codimension k. We denote by WuB and W
s
B the parts
of the stable and unstable manifolds intersected with B, which contain parts of
Γ. They intersect only along Γ by (H.5). The unstable and stable manifold can
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be parametrised over the tangent space Tu, Ts along Γ. But there is a component
u⊥, which is orthogonal to Tu, Ts. This is one-dimensional by the non-degeneracy
condition (H.5).
The box B is a tubular neighbourhood of Γ by the following construction. We
choose the time ϑ ∈ [0,Θ], which will be used as the coordinate on Γ, such that
ϑ = 0 is at beginning of the box and ϑ = Θ is at the end. Consider the following
inﬁnite dimensional bundle over Γ.
V = {(ϑ, u) ∈ Γ×Xγ |u ∈ Γ˙⊥(ϑ)}
The map
b : V → Xγ
(ϑ, u) 	→ Γ(ϑ) + u
will give the tubular neighbourhood. Tb(ϑ,0) is invertible, thus by the inverse func-
tion theorem b is a diﬀeomorphism in a neighbourhood of (ϑ, 0), see e.g. [4, ch VII].
By compactness of the interval [0,Θ], there is a uniform neighbourhood of Γ in E,
which we take as a new coordinate system of B.
So we take (ϑ, uu, us, u⊥) as coordinates in B with the additional assumption
(us, Γ˙(ϑ))Xγ = 0, (uu, Γ˙(ϑ))Xγ = 0 and (u⊥, Γ˙(ϑ))Xγ = 0 for uniqueness. The
stable and unstable manifolds persist under perturbations. The perturbed unstable
manifold is given by
us = uus (, λ, ϑ, uu) with (us, Γ˙(ϑ))Xγ = 0
u⊥ = uu⊥(, λ, ϑ, uu) with uu ∈ TuΓ(ϑ), (uu, Γ˙(ϑ))Xγ = 0
and the stable manifold is given by
uu = usu(, λ, ϑ, us) with (uu, Γ˙(ϑ))Xγ = 0
u⊥ = us⊥(, λ, ϑ, us) with us ∈ TsΓ(ϑ), (us, Γ˙(t+ ϑ))Xγ = 0.
For  = 0, λ = λ0 we have uus = 0, u
u
⊥ = 0 for all ϑ, u
u and usu = 0, u
s
⊥ = 0 for all
ϑ, us.
We deﬁne the following splitting quantities l, d, ω, ω¯. The set I() contains those
λ ∈ Λ, for which
WuB(, λ) ∩W sB(, λ) 
= ∅
This yields the existence of homoclinic points for some ϑ
us = uus (, λ, ϑ, uu)
uu = usu(, λ, ϑ, us)
0 = uu⊥(, λ, ϑ, uu)− us⊥(, λ, ϑ, us)
The length of I(), which turns out to be an interval, is l(). The splitting distance
d(, λ, ϑ) for ﬁxed ϑ is given by: d(, λ, ϑ) := uu⊥(, λ, ϑ, uu)− us⊥(, λ, ϑ, us). Then
d(λ, ϑ) = max
0≤ϑ≤Θ
d(, λ, ϑ) (2.2)
is called the splitting distance. It measures the distance between WuB(, λ) and
W sB(, λ). The splitting angle ω(, λ) can be deﬁned as the slope dϑ =
∂
∂ϑ
d of
ϑ 	→ d(λ, ϑ) at homoclinic points
ω(, λ) := max
ϑ:d(,λ,ϑ)=0
|dϑ(, λ, ϑ)| (2.3)
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the splitting slope is deﬁned by the maximum of dϑ over all ϑ.
ω¯(, λ) := max
0≤ϑ≤Θ
|dϑ(, λ, ϑ)|. (2.4)
Theorem 2.1. Let assumptions (H.1) to (H.5) hold. Consider the splitting length
l(), the splitting distance d(, λ), the splitting angle ω(, λ) and the splitting slope
ω¯(, λ) defined in (2.2,2.3,2.4) in a fixed box B near the local stable manifold of u0.
Then there are 0 > 0 and C > 0 such that for all 0 ≤  ≤ 0, λ ∈ I() the
following holds: I() is an interval,
0 ≤ l() ≤ C exp
(
−2πη

)
(2.5)
0 ≤ d(, λ) ≤ C exp
(
−2πη

)
(2.6)
0 ≤ ω(, λ) ≤ ω¯(, λ) ≤ C exp
(
−2πη

)
(2.7)
Furthermore there is a continuous curve λ = λ(), 0 ≤  ≤ 0 real analytic for
positive , such that λ() ∈ I() for all  and |λ()− λ0| ≤ Cp.
3. Exponentially small splitting. We adapt the method of proof of [8] for par-
abolic diﬀerential equations. Changes to [8] are especially needed in the functional
analytic set-up (lemma 3.1) and when extending equations to complex time-sectors
(lemma 3.3). We will set up a Ljapunov-Schmidt reduction (lemma 3.2) and use
analyticity and periodicity of the reduced equation to show exponential smallness
(lemma 3.4). Then we relate this back to the geometric properties (lemma 3.5).
We rewrite the partial diﬀerential equation (2.1) such that v(t) = 0 corresponds
to the homoclinic orbit with B(t) = Duf(Γ(t), λ0)
vt = Av +B(t)v + [f(Γ(t) + v;λ)− f(Γ(t);λ0)−B(t)v + pg(Γ(t) + v, t

;λ, )].
We will solve
(L(α)v)(t)−F(, λ, α, β, v(.))(t) = 0 (3.8)∫ ∞
−∞
(v(t), Γ˙(t+ α))XCI dt = 0 (3.9)
with
(L(α)v)(t) = vt(t)− (Av +B(t+ α))v
F(, λ, α, β, v(.))(t) = f(Γ(t + α) + v(t);λ)− f(Γ(t+ α);λ0)
−B(t+ α)v(t) + pg(Γ(t+ α) + v(t), t

+ β; , λ)]
where time t and parameter β are real, whereas the parameter α is in the complex
strip Ση. Then the values will be complex in X
γ
CI , due to the analyticity of f and
g in the complexiﬁed space XγCI , this is well-deﬁned. Then we deﬁne the complex
Banach spaces ECI and FCI :
FCI = BC0,ν(IR,XCI ), 0 ≤ γ < ν < 1
ECI = BC1,ν(IR,XCI ) ∩BC0,ν(IR,DCI (A)).
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Lemma 3.1. L(α) is a bounded linear Fredholm operator of index 0 and analytic
as a map
α 	→ L(α) ∈ L(ECI , FCI )
for all α ∈ Ση. The kernel of L(α) is spanned by
(t 	→ Γ˙(t+ α)) ∈ ECI
The L2(IR,XCI ) orthogonal complement to the range of L(α) is spanned by
(t 	→ Ψ(t+ α)) ∈ FCI
where Ψ¯(.+α) is the analytic extension to Ση of the unique (up to scalar multiples)
nontrivial bounded solution of the adjoint equation
˙¯Ψ(t) = −(A+B(t))∗Ψ¯(t), t ∈ IR, (3.10)
where ∗ is the real adjoint in X.
Proof: Again the autonomous part ut − Au is bounded by the deﬁnition of
ECI . So to show that L(α) is bounded linear for α ∈ Ση, it is enough to show that
B(.+α) = Dxf(λ0,Γ(.)) deﬁnes a bounded linear operator ECI → FCI uniformly in
α ∈ Ση. By the deﬁnition of E, we have u(.) ∈ BC0,ν(IR,Xγ). B(.) is diﬀerentiable
on Ση, since Γ(.) is analytic. B(t) ∈ L(Xγ ,X) is uniformly bounded in t, for t in
compact subsets of Ση and on the real line. Furthermore
lim
t→±∞Γ(t + α) = u0, limt→±∞ Γ˙(t+ α) = 0 (3.11)
holds for all α ∈ Ση, since we can use the ﬂow properties for complex times, as the
diﬀerential equation Γ˙(t) = AΓ(t)+f(Γ(t);λ0) also holds by analyticity for complex
times. Indeed, the solution semi-group S(t, U ; ) of (2.1) is analytic in time and
can be extended to complex times. Then S(t0 + iτ, .; 0) : Xγ → Xγ is continuous
for some t0 and all |τ | ≤ t∗. By concatenation S(T0 + iIm(α), .; 0) is continuous at
least in a neighbourhood of the equilibrium u0, then
lim
t→±∞S(t+ α,Γ(0); 0) = S(T0 + iIm(α), limt→±∞S(t− T0 + Re(α),Γ(0); 0); 0)
= S(T0 + iIm(α), u0; 0) = u0.
Thus B(.+α) ∈ BC1(IR, L(Xγ ,X)) and B(.+α)u(.) ∈ F . Hence L(α) ∈ L(ECI , FCI )
holds.
Analyticity in α holds, as α 	→ B(.+ α) is analytic as a map Ση → L(ECI , FCI ).
The Fredholm properties for α = 0 can be found directly in [20] using exponen-
tial dichotomies in a more general setting or more implicit in [21]. The results were
ﬁrst proved by Palmer [19] for ordinary diﬀerential equations. Results on Fred-
holm properties and exponential dichotomies for parabolic equations with partially
incomplete proofs can be found in [2] and [23]. For the sake of completeness, we
give here a direct proof for our special case. We compare L(α) with the constant
coeﬃcient operator
L¯u = ut − (A+Duf(u0;λ0))u
The linear operator A+Duf(u0;λ0) is hyperbolic by (H.4). Then
ut − (A+Duf(u0;λ0))u = h(t), h ∈ F
has a unique bounded strong solution by [13, sec.7.6, example 1, theorem 7.6.3].
Thus L¯ is invertible and hence it is a Fredholm operator of index 0. We show
by perturbation arguments, that L(α) is a Fredholm operator too. Consider the
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diﬀerence B(. + α) −Duf(u0;λ0) = Duf(Γ(. + α);λ0) −Duf(u0;λ0)). By (3.11),
we can split this diﬀerence
B(.+ α)−Duf(u0;λ0) = K(t) + S(t),
where ‖S(.)‖L(ECI ,FCI ) is arbitrary small and K(t) = 0 for |t| > T ∗. Due to assump-
tion (H.2), we obtain
K(.) + S(.) ∈ BC1(IR, L(XγCI ,XCI )) ∩BC0(IR, L(Xγ+γ1CI ,Xγ1CI )). (3.12)
Furthermore u ∈ ECI implies ut = Au + h for some h ∈ FCI . Then u satisﬁes the
variation of constant formula
u(t) = exp(A(t− t0))u(t0) +
∫ t
t0
exp(A(s− t0))h(s)ds.
This implies u ∈ BC1(IR,XγCI ) using [13, lemma3.5.1] and γ < ν. Together with
u ∈ ECI this gives
u ∈ BC1(IR,XγCI ) ∩BC0(IR,Xγ+γ1CI ) (3.13)
Taking (3.12,3.13) together, we can choose K(.), such that
K(.)u(.) ∈ BC1((−(T ∗ + 1), T ∗ + 1),XCI ) ∩BC0((−(T ∗ + 1), T ∗ + 1),Xγ1CI )
for all u ∈ ECI . Furthermore Xγ1CI embeds compactly into XCI , since A has a compact
resolvent. Investigating standard proofs of Ascoli’s theorem; see [6]; we obtain that
BC1((−(T ∗+1), T ∗+1),XCI )∩BC0((−(T ∗+1), T ∗+1),Xγ1CI ) embeds compactly
into BC0,ν((−(T ∗+1), T ∗+1),XCI ). Therefore it also embeds compactly into FCI .
Thus the map K : ECI → FCI is compact. As Fredholm properties persist under
small and under compact perturbations, L(α) is Fredholm of index 0.
From Fredholm index 0, we get dim Ker(L(α)) = codim R(L(α)) and clearly
Γ˙(. + α) ∈ Ker(L(α)) holds. As codim R(L(α)) = 1 by (H.5), dim Ker(L(α)) = 1
and Γ˙(.+ α) spans Ker(L(α)).
To show the statements about Ψ, we start with α = 0. We consider the adjoint
equation and the corresponding constant coeﬃcient part
L∗u = ut + (A∗ +Duf(Γ(t);λ0)∗)u
L¯∗u = ut + (A∗ +Duf(u0;λ0)∗)u
As A∗ is sectorial and as A∗ +Duf(u0;λ0)∗ is hyperbolic, see [13, sec 7.3], [21, sec
2], the above arguments apply within the Hilbert space X∗CI = XCI . Then L∗ is a
Fredholm map of index 0. It is an easy calculation to show
∫∞
−∞(Ψ,L(0))X = 0 for
all bounded solutions Ψ of
Ψt = −(A∗ +Duf(Γ(t);λ0)∗)Ψ. (3.14)
Thus Ker(L∗) ⊂ R(L(0))⊥. Similarly ∫∞−∞(φ,L∗(0))X∗ = 0 for all bounded solu-
tions φ of
φt = (A+B(t))φ
and Ker(L(0)) ⊂ R(L∗)⊥. Hence in
codim R(L(0)) ≥ dim Ker(L∗) = codim R(L∗) ≥ dim Ker(L(0)) = codim R(L(0))
equality holds and in particular dim Ker(L∗) = 1 and (3.10) has a – up to a real
factor – unique bounded strong solution.
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The statements about Ψ for α 
= 0 follow by analytic continuation of (3.10) from
real to complex time. Ψ¯ is complex diﬀerentiable, because it fulﬁls the analytic
diﬀerential equation (3.10). As we have for all α ∈ Ση
〈Ψ(.+ α),L(α)v〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
(Ψ¯(t+ α), (v˙(t)− (A+B(t+ α))v(t)))XCI dt
by partial integration for all v ∈ E. The right hand side is zero for all real α, it is
analytic in α ∈ Ση, hence complex analytic and the right hand side vanishes for all
α ∈ Ση. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Using this result, we can proceed as in [8] with a standard Ljapunov-Schmidt
reduction. Pα is the projection onto the co-kernel of L(α), i.e.
Pαv(.) := 〈v(.),Ψ(. + α)〉Ψ(. + α),
where 〈., .〉 denotes the L2(IR,XCI ) scalar product. We will apply the Ljapunov-
Schmidt reduction to
(I − Pα)(L(α)v −F(, λ, α, β, v)) = 0; 〈v(.), Γ˙(.+ α)〉 = 0 (3.15)
Pα(L(α)v −F(, λ, α, β, v)) = −PαF(, λ, α, β, v) = 0 (3.16)
Lemma 3.2. The equation (3.15) can be solved uniquely for v near  = 0, λ =
λ0, v = 0 by the implicit function theorem. There exist 0 > 0, δ0 > 0, C > and a
unique v(.) = v(, λ, α, β, .) ∈ ECI such that
(i) v is defined for all real 0 ≤  ≤ 0, 0 ≤ β ≤ 2, |λ − λ0| ≤ 0 and all α ∈ Ση
with 0 ≤ Re α ≤ 2.
(ii) down to  = 0, v and all its derivatives with respect to λ, α, β are continuous
and analytic with respect to λ, α.
(iii) |v(, λ, α, β, .)− v(0, λ, α, β, .)|ECI ≤ Cp.
(iv) v has period 1 in β.
(v) v(, λ, α, β; t + t′) = v(, λ, α + t′, β + t
′
 , t) for all , λ, α, β as in (i).
Proof:
The proof follows along the lines of [8]. We apply the implicit function theorem.
A solution of the system (3.15) is given by v = 0 for  = 0, λ = λ0 and all shift
parameters α, β. The linearisation of equation (3.15) with respect to v at v = 0,  =
0, λ = λ0 is given by the bounded linear operator
Lˆ : ECI → (Id− Pα)FCI × CI (3.17)
ξ 	→ ((Id− Pα)L(α)ξ, 〈ξ, Γ˙(.+ α)〉)
We have to show that Lˆ is invertible. As L(α) is Fredholm of index 0 and as
Id − Pα is Fredholm of index 1, the ﬁrst part of the system (3.17) (Id − Pα)L(α)
is Fredholm of index 1. Hence the complete system Lˆ is Fredholm of index 0. So
it remains to show, that ker(Lˆ) = {0}. By the deﬁnition of Pα, we have PαL(α) =
0 and the kernels of (Id − Pα)L(α) and L(α) coincide. By our non-degeneracy
assumption (H.5) they are spanned by Γ˙(.+α). But the second component 〈ξ, Γ˙(.+
α)〉 
= 0 for ξ = Γ˙(.+α). Thus Lˆ has a trivial kernel and hence is invertible. So we
can apply the implicit function theorem to get (i).
We get the regularity properties in (ii) from those of L, Γ˙ and F .
To get the estimates in (iii), we use the uniform boundedness of F and of the
pg term and the invertibility of Lˆ in the relevant domain.
The periodicity (iv) of v in β holds, because it holds for F and g.
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Property (v) describes the eﬀect of time shifts in equations (3.8), (3.9) and
(3.15) by t′. This is equivalent to solving the equation with α+ t′and β + t
′
 as the
normalisation 〈v(.+ t′), Γ˙(.+ α + t′)〉 is translation invariant. 
Until now we do not have any regularity with respect to . We rescale v and will
gain even analyticity for positive . Let
v˜(, λ, α, β; τ) = v(, λ, α, β; τ), (3.18)
for which we rewrite lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.3. (i) The domains of definition of v and v˜ coincide.
(ii) for  > 0, v˜ is C∞ in all variables. v˜ and all its derivatives are analytic with
respect to λ, α, .
(iii) |v˜(, λ, α, β; .)− v˜(0, λ, α, β; .)|ECI ≤ Cp.
(iv) v˜ has period 1 in β.
(v) v˜(, λ, α, β; t + t′) = v˜(, λ, α + t′, β + t′; t) for all , λ, α, β as in (i).
Proof: v˜ fulﬁls the rescaled version of (3.8,3.9):
d
dτ
v˜ =  [(A+B(τ + α))v˜ + f(Γ(τ + α) + v˜, λ)− f(Γ(τ + α), λ0)
−B(τ + α)v˜ + pg(Γ(τ + α), τ + β;λ, ) + v˜)] (3.19)
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
(v˜(τ), Γ˙(τ + α))XCI dτ (3.20)
In this operator equation all terms depend analyticly on , thus v˜ is analytic in 
for real  > 0. To extend  to a complex domain, we have to consider the time
dependence of
Γ(t), tΓ˙(t), tB˙(t). (3.21)
We show, that these tend to u0 resp. zero exponentially for |Ret| → ∞ and t in a
set
Ση,δ := Ση ∪ {t ∈ CI ; |Im t| ≤ δ|Re t|}
All these quantities decay exponentially for real t → ±∞. As A + Duf(u0, λ0)
is sectorial, it deﬁnes an analytic semi-group for all whole complex time-sector
Sδ∗ = {t ∈ CI |arg(t) ≤ δ∗}. In this complex sectors the terms in (3.21) may grow
at most exponentially of uniform rate, as long Γ(t) stays in small neighbourhood
of the equilibrium u0. By splitting time into (positive or negative) real part plus
some part in Sδ∗ we achieve exponential convergence of (3.21) in Ση,δ for some
δ < δ∗. By real analyticity of g(u, τ ;λ, ) for 0 ≤  ≤ 0, it can be extended to such
a complex -sector. This implies complex diﬀerentiability and hence analyticity of
the operators with respect to  in a sector
|Im | ≤ δRe .
The rest of the lemma is just a reformulation of lemma 3.2. 
Now we have solved equation (3.15). It remains to solve the other equation of
system (3.15,3.16):
Pα(L(α)v −F(, λ, α, β, v)) = 0
with v = v(, λ, α, β; .). This is equivalent to
b(, λ, α, β) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
(Ψ¯(t+ α),F(, λ, α, β, v(, λ, α, β; .))(t))XCI dt = 0 (3.22)
This bifurcation function has the following properties including the crucial expo-
nential estimate in (iv):
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Lemma 3.4. (i) b has period  in α and period 1 in β. Thus b can be extended
to β ∈ IR, 0 ≤  ≤ 0, |λ− λ0| ≤ 0 and all α ∈ Ση.
(ii) For  > 0, b is analytic in all variables. Down to  = 0, v and all its derivatives
with respect to λ, α, β are continuous and analytic with respect to λ, α, β.
(iii) b(, λ, α, β) = b(, λ, α− β, 0).
(iv) The Fourier expansion
b(, λ, α, β) =
∑
k∈ Z
bk(, λ) exp
(
2πik(
α

− β)
)
converges uniformly and absolutely. bk is as regular with respect to (, λ) as
b. Furthermore for some δ > 0
|bk(, λ)| ≤ Cδ exp
(
−2π(η + δ) |k|

)
. (3.23)
(v)
b(0, λ, α, β) = b0(0, λ)
b0(0, λ) = 0 at λ = λ0
b0λ(0, λ) 
= 0 at λ = λ0
There exists a C > 0 such that
|b0(, λ)− b(0, λ)| ≤ Cp.
Proof: We start by showing (iii). Consider the time shift
St′v(, α, β; .) := v(, α, β; . + t′)
Then St′F(, α, β, v) = F(, α + t′, β + t′ , St′v) for real t′ by the deﬁnition of F .
By lemma 3.2, we also have
St′v(, α, β; .) = v(, α + t′, β +
t′

; .)
This implies
b(, λ, α, β) = 〈Ψ(α + .),F(, α, β, v(, α, β, .))〉
= 〈St′Ψ(α + .), St′F(, α, β, v(, α, β, .))〉
= 〈Ψ(α + t′ + .),F(, α + t′, β + t
′

, v(, α + t′, β +
t′

, .))〉
= b(, λ, α + t′, β +
t′

)
for real t′. Putting t′ = −β proves (iii) for  > 0. For  = 0 it holds by continuity
of b.
This implies (i), because F and v are 1-periodic in β.
Regarding the regularity of b, lemma 3.2, the analyticity of F with respect to v
and (iii) imply that b and all its derivatives with respect to λ, α, β are continuous
and analytic in λ, α, β, down to  = 0. To show analyticity including  we use the
rescaled function and lemma 3.3. Rescaling the integration variable and suppressing
λ
b(, α, β) = 
∫ ∞
−∞
(Ψ¯(τ + α), [f(Γ(τ + α) + v˜(τ))− f(Γ(τ + α))
−B(τ + α)v˜(τ) + pg(τ + β,Γ(τ + α) + v˜(τ); )])XCI dτ
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i i (η+δ)+ε(η+δ)
Figure 2. Diﬀerent paths to compute bk()
with v˜(τ) = v˜(, α, β; τ). Now analyticity in  > 0 follows as in lemma 3.3, recalling
from lemma 3.1 that Ψ¯ is complex diﬀerentiable. This proves (ii).
Now we prove (iv). By (iii), b has period  in α, as b has period 1 in β. Since
Γ is also analytic in the slightly larger closed strip Ση+δ, b is also complex analytic
in α ∈ Ση+δ. Therefore we can expand b(, α, 0) into a Laurent series with respect
to q = exp(2πiα ) for
exp(−2πη + δ

) < |q| < exp(2πη + δ

).
This gives the Fourier series of b with the desired regularity properties of the coef-
ﬁcients with respect to , λ. We need to estimate the Fourier coeﬃcients
bk() =
1

∫ 
0
exp(−2πikα

)b(, α, 0)dα (3.24)
As b(, α, 0) is complex analytic in α ∈ Ση+δ, path integrals over closed paths
vanish. Furthermore b has real period  in α, thus we can choose other integration
paths, see ﬁgure 2. Integrating from ±i(η+ δ) to ± i(η+ δ) yields as b is bounded
on Ση+δ by Cδ
|bk()| ≤ Cδ exp
(
−2π|k|η + δ

)
for all , k and λ. This shows the uniform convergence and hence (iv).
Finally we show (v). As b and bk are continuous in , using the estimate in (iv),
we see that b(0, λ, α, β) = b0(0, λ) is independent of α, β. Considering again λ in
(3.22) and letting v(0, λ, 0, 0; .) = v(λ; .) we obtain
b0(0, λ) = b(0, λ, α = 0, β = 0) (3.25)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
(Ψ¯(t),F(0, λ, 0, 0, v0(λ; t)))Xdt
=
∫ ∞
−∞
(Ψ¯(t), (f(Γ(t) + v0(t), λ)− f(Γ(t))−B(t)v0(λ, t)))Xdt
As v0(λ0; .) ≡ 0, we get b0(0, λ0) = 0. Next we diﬀerentiate with respect to λ at
 = 0, λ = λ0. Using B(t) = Duf(Γ(t), λ0) we get
b0λ(0, λ0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
(Ψ¯(t), (fλ(Γ(t), λ0) +Dufv0λ(t)−B(t)v0λ(λ0, t)))Xdt
=
∫ ∞
−∞
(Ψ¯(t), fλ(Γ(t), λ0))Xdt 
= 0
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as fλ(Γ(t), λ0) 
∈ range(L) = span(Ψ)⊥ by the non-degeneracy assumption (H.5).
Finally to get the last estimate, consider
b0λ(, λ0) =
1

∫ 
0
b(, α, 0)dα
=
1

∫ 
0
∫ ∞
−∞
(Ψ¯(t + α), [f(Γ(t + α) + v(, α, β; t), λ)− f(Γ(t + α);λ0)
−B(t+ α)v(, λ, α, β; t) + pg(Γ(t + α) + v(t), t

+ β;λ, )])Xdtdα
The parts in the brackets [.] is only a O(p) perturbation of the respective part in
(3.25). So the inner integration with the exponential decaying ψ¯(t) will also only
give an O(p) perturbation of b(0, λ) for all α. This also holds for the averaging of
α on [0, ], hence
|b0(, λ)− b(0, λ)| ≤ Cp
and the lemma is proved. 
In this lemma we used the essential trick for the exponential smallness: the
integration over complex time of a real periodic function.
Up to now we reduced the problem of ﬁnding homoclinic orbits of equation (2.1)
near Γ for real λ, α:
u(t) = Γ(t+ α) + v(t),
with the normalisation 〈v(.), Γ˙(. + α)〉 = 0, is a homoclinic orbit of (2.1), if and
only if v(t) = v(, λ, α, β = 0; t) and , λ satisfy the reduced equation
b(, λ, α, β = 0) = 0 (3.26)
We also consider a modiﬁed bifurcation function b∗, which is more related to the
geometric quantities describing the splitting of homoclinic orbits.
For b∗ we use the same decomposition as in (3.15,3.16), only the normalisation
〈v(.), Γ˙(. + α)〉 = 0 is replaced by an orthogonality condition at the beginning of
the box B at time t∗ = 0.
(v(0), Γ˙(α))XγCI = 0 (3.27)
Both conditions imply
v(.) 
∈ span( d
dα
Γ(.+ α)) = KerL(α)
Hence we can solve (3.15) with the other normalisation condition locally for v
v = v∗(, λ, α, β = 0; .)
Then we deﬁne the modiﬁed bifurcation function
b∗(, λ, α, β) =
∫
IR
(Ψ¯(t + α),F(, λ, α, β, v∗(, λ, α, β; .))(t))XCI dt (3.28)
This b∗ will be related to the geometric splitting properties by the next lemma.
Using the (ϑ, u) coordinates in the box B with ϑ = 0, u = (us, uu, u⊥) = 0 at
Γ(t∗ = 0), we get that
d(, λ, ϑ) = 0 (3.29)
holds if and only if
b∗(, λ, α, β = 0) = 0, (3.30)
because both equations are equivalent to the existence of a homoclinic orbit in the
ϑ = const section at time t = t∗ = 0.
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Lemma 3.5. Equations (3.26), (3.29) and (3.30) can be solved for λ:
b(, λ, α, β = 0) ⇔ λ = λ(, α) (3.31)
b∗(, λ, α, β = 0) ⇔ λ = λ∗(, α) (3.32)
d(, λ, ϑ) ⇔ λ = λˆ(, ϑ) (3.33)
for 0 ≤ , α, ϑ ≤ 0 with 0 small enough. λ, λ∗ and λˆ with their derivatives with
respect to α (resp. ϑ) are continuous and analytic in α (resp. ϑ) down to  = 0.
For  > 0 they are also analytic in . For real , α, ϑ the functions λ, λ∗, λˆ are
related by
λ(, α) = λ∗(, ϑ(, α))
λ∗(, ϑ) = λˆ(, ϑ),
where ϑ(., .) and all its α-derivatives are continuous down to  = 0 and ϑ(., .) is
smooth for  > 0. In the ϑ, u coordinates in B, ϑ(., .) is given by
ϑ = α + (v(, λ(, α), α, β = 0; t = 0), Γ˙(α))Xγ . (3.34)
Proof: We can solve (3.26), (3.29) and (3.30) for λ, because locally bλ, b∗λ, dλ
are non-zero. By lemma 3.4 we have b(0, λ, α, β) = b0(0, λ) with b0λ(0, λ0) 
= 0. By
the same reasoning applied to the modiﬁed bifurcation function b∗λ(0, λ) 
= 0, as the
argument in part (v) of lemma 3.4 is independent of the speciﬁc normalisation. The
non-degeneracy assumption (H.5) implies that the stable and unstable manifolds
split with non-zero speed as λ increases through λ0 in the autonomous case  = 0.
Hence we get dλ 
= 0.
The regularity properties of λ, λ∗ can be obtained from those of b and b∗ similar
to lemma 3.4. As d(, λ, ϑ) = 0 if and only if b∗(, λ, ϑ, β = 0) = 0, λ∗ and λˆ are the
same functions. Next we prove λ(, α) = λ∗(, ϑ(, α)), where ϑ is given by (3.34).
b(, λ(, α), α, β = 0) = 0 implies that
u(t) = Γ(t+ α) + v(, λ(, α), α, β = 0; t)
is a homoclinic orbit of (2.1) with the L2(IR,XCI ) normalisation for v. Letting
v∗(0) := v(0)− (v(0), Γ˙(α))Xγ Γ˙(α), we ﬁnd
u(t∗ = 0) = Γ(α) + v(0) = αΓ˙(0) + v(0)
= (ϑ− (v(0), Γ˙(0))Xγ )Γ˙(0) + v(0)
= Γ(ϑ) + v(0)− (v(0), Γ˙(α))Xγ Γ˙(α)
= Γ(ϑ) + v∗(0)
since Γ˙ is in (ϑ, u) coordinates the unit vector in ϑ direction. Thus we obtain(
v∗(0), Γ˙(0)
)
Xγ
=
(
v(0)− (v(0), Γ˙(0))Xγ Γ˙(0), Γ˙(0)
)
Xγ
= 0,
hence b∗(, λ(, α), ϑ, β = 0) = 0 and therefore λ(, α) = λ∗(, ϑ(, α)). The smooth-
ness properties of ϑ = ϑ(, α) given in (3.34) are obtained from those of v, v˜ and
λ(., .) in the (ϑ, u) coordinates inside B similar to lemma 3.2 and lemma 3.3. For
 = 0 we set
ϑ(0, α) = α (3.35)
in λ(0, α) = λ0 and v = v∗ = 0, hence (3.34) deﬁnes locally a real diﬀeomorphism
α 	→ ϑ and we can use α as a new coordinate instead of ϑ in B.
Now we are in the position to complete the proof of the main theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1
We start by proving the exponential estimates (2.5,2.6,2.7). Then we deﬁne the
curve λ = λ() and ﬁnally prove the order p estimate. Consider ﬁrst the splitting
set I(). λ(, α) solves
b(, λ(, α), α, β = 0) = 0. (3.36)
Hence λ has period  in α as b has by lemma 3.4. Then the splitting set is given by
I() = {λ(, α)|0 ≤ α ≤ },
and is an interval as λ(, .) is continuous. Then the estimate on l() can be obtained,
if we show
|λα| ≤ C exp(−2πη

) (3.37)
for some constant C. Implicit diﬀerentiation of (3.36) yields to
λα = −bα
bλ
As by lemma 3.4 (v), bλ is bounded away from zero, we only have to show, that bα
can be estimated by an exponential upper bound. This holds, because the Fourier
series in lemma 3.4 is uniformly convergent and the estimate on the Fourier coeﬃ-
cients is independent of α. Thus the estimate (3.37) holds and l() is exponentially
small.
Now we estimate d(, λ, ϑ) and dϑ(, λ, ϑ) for λ ∈ I(), this will give the estimates
on d(, λ), ω(, λ) and ω¯(, λ). Since l() is exponentially small and d, dϑ have
uniform bounded derivatives with respect to λ, see (2.2), we only have to show
exponential smallness of d(, λ, ϑ) and dϑ(, λ, ϑ) at special points λ ∈ I(). At
λ = λˆ(, ϑ) we have by lemma 3.5:
d(, λˆ(, ϑ), ϑ) = 0, (3.38)
which proves the exponential smallness of |d(, λ, ϑ)| and |d(, λ)|. For dϑ(, λ, ϑ)
we get at λ = λˆ(, ϑ) by implicit diﬀerentiating in lemma 3.5 and (3.38), when
suppressing some arguments
dϑ(, λˆ(, ϑ), ϑ) = −dλλˆϑ = −dλλ∗ϑ = −(dλ/ϑα) · λα
= −(dλ(, λˆ(, ϑ), ϑ)/ϑα(, α)) · λα(, α),
where ϑ(, α) is given by (3.34). By (3.35), ϑα(, α) is uniformly bounded away
from zero. Then the exponential smallness of λα implies the exponential smallness
of dϑ, ω¯ and ω. This completes the proof of the exponential estimates (2.5,2.6,2.7).
Finally we show that there is a curve  	→ λ() ∈ I(), such that I() is non-empty.
λ() is deﬁned by solving the equation b0(, λ) = 0 for the constant coeﬃcient in
the Fourier expansion of b, see lemma 3.4:
b0(, λ()) = 0
As b0λ 
= 0, λ() exists. It is continuous down to  = 0, and is analytic for  > 0,
because b0 has these regularity properties. To show λ() ∈ I(), consider
0 = b0(, λ()) =
1

∫ 
0
b(, λ(), α, β)dα.
b is continuous in α and real for real α. Thus there exists a real α0, which yields
b(, λ(), α0, β) = 0, because the above integrand cannot be completely less or
greater than 0. Thus λ() = λ(, α0) ∈ I().
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To show the p estimate we use lemma 3.4 (v) to get
|[b0(0, λ(0)) = 0]− b0(0, λ())| = |[b0(, λ()) = 0]− b0(0, λ())| ≤ C ′p,
then as b0λ is uniformly bounded away from zero, this implies
|λ()− λ(0)| ≤ Cp
This completes the proof of theorem 1.
4. Discussion. Homoclinic orbits are not as well studied in semilinear parabolic
equations as in ordinary diﬀerential equations. Perhaps, because homoclinic orbits
cannot exist in the easiest examples of parabolic equations like scalar on an interval
[a, b]
ut = uxx + f(u)
with Neumann boundary conditions. There is a Ljapunov functional
L(u) =
∫ b
a
1
2
(ux(x))2 − F (u(x))dx, with F ′ = f,
for which ∂tL(u(t)) < 0 unless u is an equilibrium. Thus homoclinic orbits with
lim
t→±∞L(u(t)) = L(u0)
cannot exist.
But homoclinic orbits do already appear in systems of two reaction-diﬀusion
equations. A one-parameter family of homoclinic orbits are created for example in
two-parameter systems near Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation points. An example of
such a bifurcation point in a reaction-diﬀusion system are spatially extended porous
catalyst equations
ut = ∆u− λ1(u, v)
λ2vt = ∆v + βλ1(u, v)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions u = v = 1, see [7]. Periodic forcing, created by
periodic changes of light in light sensitive reactions creates equations as (2.1).
The existence of transverse homoclinic orbit creates complicated dynamics (shift-
dynamics) in partial diﬀerential equations too, see [2, 20, 21]. In this paper we have
shown, that transverse homoclinic orbits can only exist in an exponentially small
parameter wedge, but the region, in which the complicated dynamics persist, can
be bigger, but can be expected to be very small too.
Theorem 1 improves the estimates on the splitting of homoclinic orbits in [16] in
two ways: First it holds for a much larger class of equations. We are working in the
general frame work of [13] and only the analyticity assumptions on the complexiﬁed
phase space are not directly obvious. Whereas in [16] we analysed equations
ut = D∆u + f(u;λ) + pg(u,
t

;λ, ) (4.1)
u(0) = U ∈ Hsper([0, L]d, IRn)
with periodic boundary conditions, for which the existence of extreme regular
(Gevrey regular) solutions are shown. The theorems in [16] gave a general esti-
mate on the inﬂuence of rapidly oscillating term for general initial data. It can be
removed by a transformation in the phase space up to a remainder of order
C exp(−c(t)−1/3). (4.2)
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The estimate on the splitting quantities in [16] are a corollary of the general esti-
mate. As we concentrated in this paper on homoclinic orbits, we could secondly
improve the estimate by getting a better exponent in the exponential estimate. We
achieve exactly the same estimate as for ordinary diﬀerential equations
C exp(−2πη/),
which is shown to be sharp in certain examples. Hence although in general the
quantitative diﬀerence between autonomous and non-autonomous parabolic par-
tial diﬀerential equations as in (4.1) can be only estimated by weaker exponential
estimates than for ordinary diﬀerential equations, the splitting eﬀect induced by
non-autonomous forcing could be shown to be of the same size. The functional
analytic description of the splitting eﬀects, used in [8], proved to be very eﬃcient.
In the moment, it is still open, if the estimates like (4.2) are sharp in the context
of averaging of parabolic partial diﬀerential equations. But in another framework
for averaging of Hamiltonian partial diﬀerential equations, a lower estimate on the
non-autonomous remainder larger than for ordinary diﬀerential equations could be
provided, see [17]. This shows, that there is a genuine diﬀerence between ordinary
and partial diﬀerential equations – as far as averaging is concerned. In the light
of this result, it is surprising, that there are eﬀects, which can be analysed by
averaging and where is the size of eﬀect is of the same order for ordinary and
partial diﬀerential equations.
However, there are still diﬀerences between the situation of ordinary and par-
abolic partial diﬀerential equations. In the ﬁnite dimensional case, the geometry
of the splitting near any arbitrary point on the homoclinic orbit can be analysed.
For this, one has to choose a ﬂow-box. But general ﬂow-box theorems do not exist
for equations like (2.1). So we have to restrict our attention to a part of the local
stable manifold near the equilibrium, where we can deﬁne a kind of ﬂow-box.
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